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QUESTION 1

To define a checklist for a new hire, identify the Table Name that needs to be Included in the live event reason
associated with the checklist. 

A. PER_ALL_PEOPLE_F 

B. PER_ALL_ASSIGNMENTS_F 

C. PER_PERSON_TYPE_USAGES_F 

D. PER_PERIODS_OF_SERVICE 

E. PER PAY PROPOSALS 

Correct Answer: C 

The PER_PERSON_TYPE_USAGES_F Table should be used, which keeps track on an employee\\'s person type,
associated to the latter at creation of employee record 

Note: There are two tables (per_all_people_f,per_person_type_usages_f) where you can find the person_types for an
employee. Developers usually gets misguided to which person_type_id we need to consider.The answer is we should
always need to use the table per_person_type_usages_f to retrieve the correct person_id. Though the person_type_id
in the two tables appear to be same but they are different and that can perty much mislead us. 

 

QUESTION 2

While defining the Accrual Plan the user is adding the Net Calculation Rules. Assume applicable Input value of each of
the elements in the options below is added to the Net Calculation Rule (Navigation: Total Compensation > Basic >
Accrual Plan). Identify three actions that will impact the Accrual of an employee. 

A. An element entry is made for a primary assignment of an employee. The element is a non-recurring element. 

B. An element entry is made for a primary assignment of an employee. The element is a recurring element. 

C. Payroll is run for an employee and an indirect run results is generated for a non-recurring element 

D. Absence is applied through the Absence Management function in Employee Self Service but is not in approved
status. 

E. Batch element entry using the carried over element of the accrual plan is processed and is in transferred status. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You have the requirement to create Employee records using Entering Employees (Navigation: People: Maintain Using
Templates > Entering Employees) form. 
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How can you make the Grade and Phone Number fields mandatory? 

A. Set the Grade and Phone fields as mandatory while creating the vacancy associated with the new employee. 

B. Set the Grade and Phone fields as mandatory while creating the requisition associated with the new employee. 

C. Create a new template based on the existing seeded template. Set the Grade and Phone fields as mandatory in the
new template. Associate the new template with the form used for creating employees. 

D. Make the Additional Phone Detail Information and Additional Grade Details Descriptive Flexfield segments
mandatory. 

E. In the Human Resource Responsibility, navigate to the Security > CustomForm and create a new form with the
specific restrictions. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 4

In Core HR, an applicant was created on 1-JUL-2009 with applicant status Accepted. On 20-JUL-2009 the same
applicant was hired in the system with the hire date set as 20-Jul-2009. No other transactions were done for this person.
The hire date now needs to be changed to 10-Jul-2009. How can this be done? 

A. Date Track to 20-Jul-2009 and update the latest start date field with the new hire date. 

B. Date Track to 10-3UL-2009 and update the latest start date field with the new hire date. 

C. Date track to Ol-Jul-2009 and update the latest start date field with the new hire date. 

D. Date track to 10-JUL-2009. Click Cancel application and re-hire the employee on 10-Jul-2009. 

E. Date track to 10-JUL-2009. Click Delete and select the DELETE-NEXT-CHANGE date track option. Save the
changes and re-hire the employee on 10-Jul-2009. 

Correct Answer: E 

Answer A is wrong as you can\\'t update the record on 20th as on 10th the status is application. 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three types of compensations can you distribute using Compensation Workbench (CWB)? (Choose three.) 

A. Salary Increases 

B. Bonus 

C. Expense Payments 

D. Timecard entries 

E. Stock Options 

Correct Answer: ABE 
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QUESTION 6

In Core HR, a vacancy was created with all relevant assignment information. Thirty applications were created and
attached to this vacancy. It is now found that the grade attached to the vacancy is incorrect. The HR User has corrected
the vacancy with the new grade. 

Identify two correct statements. (Choose two.) 

A. The grade attached to the applicant doesn\\'t change. 

B. Any new applicant created would be created with the new grade. 

C. The grade attached to the thirty applicants is updated. 

D. The system will not allow the HR user to update a vacancy to which applicants are already attached. 

E. The HR user has to change the status of all the applicants to Accepted to see the new change. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 7

In the Approval Management Engine (AME), Parallel Approvals can work only when________. 

A. A single approval group is involved. 

B. Multiple approval groups are involved. 

C. No approval groups are involved. 

D. Approvals are static. 

E. There is an approval group with Serial also defined. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

As per the organization structure of Company ABC, an employee might be a manager of more than one organization,
but there cannot be more than one manager for an organization. Also the manager\\'s assignment might not be
associated with the organization of which they are the manager. Identify two ways it can be done. 

A. Use the organization manager relationship window to define the manager for an organization. 

B. Set the manager flag on the assignment for the organization manager. 

C. Set the reporting name in the Reporting Information field on the organization information window. 

D. It can be done using Organization Hierarchy. 

E. These rules cannot be enforced without customization. 
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Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 9

What is the organization classification of the top organization in Oracle HRMS that serves as the container for all of the
employees? 

A. Business Group 

B. HR Organization 

C. GRE/Legal Entity 

D. Employer 

E. Operating Unit 

Correct Answer: A 

A BG is the largest unit representing the enterprise as a whole. A BG is the highest level of the structure and is an
organization that represents the consolidated enterprise, a major division, or an operation company and has no
accounting impact. 

*

 Represent a legislative grouping (typically a country where the enterprise has a fair number of employees). 

*

 Serves as a container for the organizations in the enterprise. 

*

 Enable grouping and managing data in accordance with the legislative rules and reporting requirement of a single
country. 

 

QUESTION 10

How can the Assignment button be removed from the Enter and Maintain form? 

A. The assignment functions need to be removed from the applicable user menu. 

B. Navigate to the task flow form. Query for the applicable task flow and navigate to the applicable node name for the
assignment form in the node block. Remove this node and save the changes. 

C. In the Special Information Types (SIT) form, deselect the Enabled check box for Others. 

D. In the Human Resource Responsibility, navigate to Security > CustomForm and create a new form with the specific
restrictions. 

E. Set the global security profile to use Assignment Based Hierarchy and set Maximum Hierarchy Levels to 0. 

Correct Answer: B 
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Task flows are used to configure the navigation path between different windows in Oracle HRMS. 

1.

 Every Form ii defined as a Taskflow Node (e.g. Person Screen, Assignment Screen, Contacts Screen, Phones Screen)
(Navigation : Security > Task Flow Node). 

2.

 Then you define the Task Flow definition, in which you mention to which all forms can be navigated from a form (e.g. To
which all forms (contracts, phones, assignment) you can navigate from the Person screen). Since each screen is
defined as task flow node, the task flow definition will have the source form as one task flow node and each form to
which it can navigate as destination node (Navigation : Security > Task flow Definition). You can mark few forms as
buttons so that they appear as buttons in the form and other comes in Others list. 

3.

 This taskflow Definition is passed as a parameter to the Form Function (here the Form function defined for Combined
Person and Assignment Form). 

So in this scenario the following applies: 

1.

 Need not define the Task flow nodes as they are predefined. 

2.

 Need to define new task flow definition removing the unrequired forms from navigation path. 

3.

 Pass the new Task flow definition to your form function. 

 

QUESTION 11

Identify the two tasks that can be performed in Compensation Workbench (CWB) 

A. Set Budgets 

B. Review and Submit 

C. Change Supervisor 

D. Change Cost Center 

E. Change Job 

Correct Answer: AB 

Typically, there are five tasks performed in CWB : 

*

 Set Budgets 
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*

 Review and Submit 

*

 Allocate Compensation 

*

 Manage Approvals 

*

 Employee Statements 

 

QUESTION 12

In a company XYZ, the HR User wants to store the Long Service Bonus amount based on the number of years of
service. For 0 to 5 years of service, the value is 40,000 USD; for 6 to 7 years, the value is 45,000 USD; for 8 to 10
years, the value is 47,000 USD and for service above 10 years ft is 55,000 USD. How can this be maintained in a User
Defined Table? 

A. Create a User Defined Table with the Match Type set as Match and Key Unit of Measure as Number. In the Table
Values, specify the Upper and Lower Bound of years of service and applicable allowance value. 

B. Create a User Defined Table with the Match Type set as Match and Key Unit of Measure as Text. In the Table
Values, specify the Upper and Lower Bound of years of service and applicable allowance value. 

C. Create a User Defined Table with the Match Type set as Range and Key Unit of Measure as Number. In the Table
Values, specify the Upper and Lower Bound of years of service and applicable allowance value. 

D. Create a User Defined Table with the Match Type set as Range and Key Unit of Measure as Text. In the Table
Values, specify the range of years of service and applicable allowance value. 

E. Create a User Defined Table with the Match Type set as Range and Key Unit of Measure as Date. In the Table
Values, specify the Upper and Lower Bound of years of service and applicable allowance value. 

Correct Answer: D 
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